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APPROPRIATION Curriculum 
 
Introduction 
This curriculum has been developed in response to the COVID-19 pandemic which has 
necessitated a shift from classroom to distance learning. The Artists-in-Schools Program (AISP) 
normally provides Philadelphia public high school classes opportunities to engage with artists 
and professional exhibitions through semester-long, in-school residencies. Teaching-artists 
facilitate projects rooted in printmaking and photography and teach students to think critically. 
To assist our classroom teacher partners, AISP has created a series of curricula which support 
the teaching of artmaking and critical thinking skills through distance learning. These units 
provide thematic frameworks with which to teach key concepts in contemporary art.  
 
How to Use This Document 
Appropriation in art refers to the use of pre-existing objects or images with little or no 
transformation applied to them. Appropriation often re-contextualizes borrowed images, 
objects and texts to create new meaning.  
 

Teaching resource: “The Meaning of Appropriation in Art” 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpjzJdojNS8 

 
 

This curriculum, Appropriation, consists of three sections: Project Suggestions, Featured 
Artists and Contemporary Art Resources. 
 

● Project Suggestions includes an array of hands-on artmaking activities that can be 
completed with easily accessible supplies and resources, such as Chromebooks, 
smartphones, free applications and software, found objects and common household 
materials. Each Project Suggestion is described in detail and is accompanied by 
Teaching Resource videos and examples of artists whose studio practice aligns with the 
Project Suggestion. 

 
● Featured Artists offers a list of related contemporary artists and their unique approaches 

to creating Abstract Art using a variety of media. Teaching Resource(s) are listed with 
each Featured Artist, providing overviews of their studio practice or supporting materials 
that align with that practice. 
 

● Contemporary Arts Resources is a dynamic collection of teaching tools created by our 
national and international colleagues. These free resources offer curricula, worksheets, 
activities and archives that promote the understanding of photography and printmaking, 
along with other mediums, as contemporary art forms. 

 
Project Suggestions 

Condiment Monoprints 
In the spirit of artist Vik Muniz, experiment with using edible materials to make art! Prepare a 
work surface by taping a piece of aluminum foil onto a flat surface. This will become your 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpjzJdojNS8
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printing plate. Identify food items that could be used as a substitute for ink, such as chocolate 
sauce, ketchup, mustard or tomato paste. Consider the consistencies and opacities of these 
materials, as some may be too thin or runny to take the place of printing ink. Find household      
items that can be used as drawing tools to create voids in the foods, like Q-tips, straws, forks or 
spoons. A combination of tools that create thin, wide and wavy voids will create interesting 
compositions of positive and negative space. Distribute your “condiments” on the aluminum foil 
evenly using a butter knife. Use your “mark making” tools to draw designs in the condiments. 
When you have finished drawing, place a blank piece of paper on top of it, and press gently on 
it. Pull the top two corners of the paper off of the aluminum foil slowly to see your original print! 
To document your monoprint, take a photograph of it with your smartphone. Use the sliders to 
manipulate the color and saturation of the photograph to enhance the image and share it with 
your classmates. 
 
Teaching resource:  

“Appropriation: Condiment Monotype with AISP Coordinator Lindsay Sparagana”,  
 The Print Center 

https://vimeo.com/519707692 
 
The Print Center’s Artist-in-Schools Program Coordinator demonstrates how to create a 
monotype using creative substitutes for ink - in this case, condiments! 

 
Artist examples: Vik Muniz, Andy Warhol 

 
Free Press 
The first amendment of the United States Constitution grants citizens freedom of speech and 
freedom of press, meaning that the government cannot control what is printed in news media. 
Reflect on the social issues that have made headlines in recent months. What events are on 
your radar? Do you feel like your voice is heard as a teenager? What message would you like to 
share with others? Compile a list of current events that you have an opinion about. Examples 
include recent protests, the Black Lives Matter movement and the upcoming presidential 
election. Search the internet for photographs that offer a visual description of the topics you 
would like to draw more attention to. Using this Newspaper Template 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0sAnr2GaY8), create one newspaper page that utilizes 
appropriated imagery to convey your perspective. Consider multiple elements of design when 
creating a page layout, including font size and design. Experiment with the size of the text and 
different fonts – as they can really change how the message jumps off the page. Consider 
Alexandra Bell’s work. How do the photographs complement or take away from the text? Is 
there a hidden message? 
 
 Teaching resource: 
 “Editable Newspaper Template Google Docs”, Tiger Tips 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0Anr2GaY8 
  
 This video shows you how to create a newspaper styled format in Google 

Docs. Three important steps are involved: creating three columns, creating the header 
graphic and creating a leading drop cap graphic and inserting it into the document.  

 
 Artist examples: Alexandra Bell, Sarah McEneaney, Bethany Collins 
 
Mapping Monuments 
Many artists have appropriated everyday objects and increased their scale to make a new 
statement. Often these are monumental public art installations. Claes Oldenburg’s Clothespin 

https://vimeo.com/519707692
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0Anr2GaY8
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and Hank Willis Thomas’s All the Power to All of the People are both permanently installed in 
close proximity to Philadelphia’s City Hall. Barbara Kruger sometimes creates two-dimensional 
artworks also enhanced by their large scale, to make public artworks that are temporary. She 
also makes small-scale works, and room environments. What type of public art would you like to 
see in your neighborhood? Which iconic symbols or community members should be portrayed 
in public artworks? Are these installations permanent or temporary? Identify a visual symbol that 
you think would be important to your neighborhood and make a photograph, then add in the 
monument using Photoshop, showing the scale and placement of the monument as you 
envision it.   

Teaching resources: 
 “Clothespin by Artist Claes Oldenburg - Museum Without Walls”, Association for Public 
 Art 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIgu9_Pxe7s 
 
 Claes Oldenburg, in conversation with Harry Philbrick and Julia Guerrero, discusses his  
 vision when creating this iconic sculpture for the City of Philadelphia in 1976. 
 
 Artist examples: Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Barbara Kruger, Hank Willis Thomas 
 
Constructed Portraits 
Artist Kehinde Wiley was commissioned to paint the official portrait of Barack Obama, a leader 
whom he admires. Find a photograph of a person you look up to. They can be someone that 
you see every day, or someone you have never met. Think about color, symbols and other 
images that you relate to that person’s identity. Use the tutorials below to make a Kehinde Wiley 
inspired portrait of your subject using the free app ibxPaintX. 
 
 Teaching resources: 
 “ART PROJECT: Rotoscoped Selfie (ibxPaintX)” 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kf6JoGPQk3Q 
 
 “This is part one of a two-part project inspired by the incredible portraiture of Kehinde  
 Wiley. Download ibisPaintX and have at it! (Other free apps for your phone work great;  
 PicsArt is my next favorite. Choose one that works for you!)” 
  
 “ART PROJECT: Kehinde Wiley-inspired Portrait with Patterned Background  
 (ibxPaintX)” 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qw0g85JADbY 
 
 “It's time to make a patterned background for your Rotoscoped Selfie! The free app  
 ibisPaintX has incredible symmetry rulers for easily repeating your motif.” 
  
 Artist examples: Kehinde Wiley, Nathaniel Mary Quinn 
 
Pop-Art Products 
Andy Warhol appropriated objects and images of celebrities that were important symbols of 
American culture in the 1960s and 1970s. Warhol often photographed famous people like Elvis 
Presley, Marilyn Monroe and Elizabeth Taylor. He also photographed common household 
objects like Campbell’s Soup Cans and Brillo Boxes. He turned these photographs into stencils 
on a silkscreen to create multiple screenprints which made a statement about the culture that 
permeated his everyday life. Roughly fifty years later, we are flooded by a sea of visual 
emblems on bus shelters, in corner stores and throughout our neighborhoods. Pick one object 
that you feel connected to, but is also universal enough for other viewers to feel connected to as 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIgu9_Pxe7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kf6JoGPQk3Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qw0g85JADbY
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well. It could be something that represents pop culture broadly, or the specific visual culture of 
your heritage and neighborhood. Photograph your object, or use a photograph found on the 
internet. Use the tutorial below to create a representation of the object that transforms it into a 
pop-art style icon! 
 Teaching resources: 
 “Create Andy Warhol Style Pop Art Portraits using Photoshop”, NowPhotoshop 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_u-tMhi2I4&t=607 
  
 “Retoque Digital: Retrato Pop Art inspirado en Andy Warhol”, NowPhotoshop 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpbMwTx556A 
  
 This tutorial is for Photoshop, but can also be completed in Photopea, a free, online  
 software that closely mimics Photoshop. A photograph of any subject can be used with 
  this tutorial, a portrait is not necessary. It is available in English and in Spanish. 
 
 Artist examples: Andy Warhol, Vik Muniz, Nathaniel Mary Quinn 
 
Power of the Word  
The Library of Congress in Washington DC is an unparalleled resource. The collection is also 
accessible online. It contains more than 168 million items and includes more than 39 million 
cataloged books and other printed materials in 470 languages; more than 72 million 
manuscripts; the largest rare book collection in North America; and the world's largest collection 
of legal materials, films, maps, sheet music and sound recordings. In 2018, they recorded a total 
of 168,291,624 items in the collections: 

● 24,600,488 cataloged books in the Library of Congress classification system; 
● 14,959,404 items in the non-classified print collections, including books in large type and 

raised characters, incunabula (books printed before 1501), monographs and serials, 
music, bound newspapers, pamphlets, technical reports and other printed material; 

● 128,731,750 items in the non-classified (special) collections, including audio materials, 
manuscripts, maps, microforms, moving images and sheet music; 

● 15,733,020 visual materials, including photographs, posters, prints and drawings. 
Using The Library of Congress’s collection, create a protest poster that would be relevant today 
by using sourced materials from the past. Think about how a combination of materials can 
create a strong visual message. Maps, photographs, texts or even old protest posters can 
inform your new, relevant design.  
 
 Teaching resource: 
 “America’s #1 Protest Artist?”, Color Creatives, The Root 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvUKpPW8Ey8 
  
 “America’s #1 Protest Artist? Meet Hank Willis Thomas. The African-American 

conceptual artist challenges ideas and oppression through themes of pop culture.”  
 
 Artist examples: Bethany Collins, Hank Willis Thomas, Sarah McEneaney 
 
 

Artist Examples 
ALEXANDRA BELL 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_u-tMhi2I4&t=607
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpbMwTx556A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvUKpPW8Ey8
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“Presented as a series of boldly reworked New York Times articles, each of the six works 
exhibited in Counternarratives perform visual examinations that reveal news media’s complicity 
in perpetuating racial prejudice in America. Through redactions of original text, revised 
headlines, and margins replete with red sharpie annotations, Bell reveals the implicit biases that 
control how narratives involving communities of color are depicted and in turn disseminated 
under the aegis of journalistic ‘objectivity.’ Bell identifies misleading frameworks and false 
equivalencies in journalism’s coverage of events like the murder of the unarmed 18-year-old 
Michael Brown by Ferguson, MO police officer Darren Wilson in 2014, which is explored in her 
work A Teenager With Promise. The series demonstrates the extent to which white-centered, 
sympathetic news coverage remains pervasive within even liberal news organizations. By 
arguing back and calling out these inequities, Bell gives a voice to the ways in which power 
operates through language to articulate our lived, bodily experiences in the world.” (From: 
http://cjamesgallery.com/show-detail/counternarratives). 
 
 Teaching resources: 
 "2018 Infinity Award: Applied - Alexandra Bell,” International Center of Photography  
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MHXY6vIoe4 
 
 “This thorough, yet candid interview with Bell breaks down the inconsistencies that she  
 identifies and amplifies with her public art installations.” 
 
 “Alexandra Bell’s ‘A Teenager With Promise’ - Terrell Main Library,” Allen Memorial Art 
  Museum 
 https://vimeo.com/299025371 
 
 This short time-lapse video details the installation of Bell’s public artwork, "A Teenager   
 with Promise” on campus at Oberlin College. 

 
BETHANY COLLINS 
 
Newspapers are not neutral sources of information. In the work April 8, 1963, 2015, Bethany 
Collins reproduces the front page of The Birmingham News through the use of blind 
embossment, a process that renders text through pressure but not ink. The headlines on that 
day read: “Body of dam victim recovered,” “Why do some seem immune to cancer?,” “Alabama 

Tulsa Hate Crime, 2017 A Teenager With Promise, 2017 

http://cjamesgallery.com/show-detail/counternarratives
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MHXY6vIoe4
https://vimeo.com/299025371
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film up for eight Oscars.” These stories would be newsworthy, if it were not the height of the 
Civil Rights Movement, led by Martin Luther King, Jr. and others whose campaign of 
nonviolence was met with racist aggression by the Birmingham Police Department. Collins’ work 
demonstrates how this major local publication blatantly ignored these incidents, silencing the 
voices of African Americans and their allies in their struggle for equality. Collins’ America: A 
Hymnal is an artist book comprised of laser-cut sheet music for 100 versions of “America”. 
Samuel Francis Smith wrote the lyrics for the most widely known version of this patriotic song – 
“My Country ‘Tis of Thee” – in 1831. Since then, its words have been rewritten in support of 
various causes from abolition and temperance to suffrage and even the Confederacy. This 
book, which can disintegrate as it is read due to the fragility of its laser cut pages, eliminates the 
musical notations to emphasize the differences in the lyrics. Presenting us with the multiple 
versions of the same well-known melody, Collins urges us to consider the values for which 
America stands today. 
(From: http://printcenter.org/100/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/TPC_Carter_Rhetoric-Gallery-
Notes.pdf) 

 
 
 

Teaching resources: 
 Bethany Collins website, https://bethanyjoycollins.com/home.html 
  
 “A Word With Bethany Collins”, Peabody Essex Museum  
 https://www.pem.org/blog/a-word-with-bethany-collins 
 
 Bethany Collins explains the ideas behind her artwork America: A Hymnal in detail. 
 
 
SARAH MCENEANEY 
 
Sarah McEneaney (b.1955, Munich, Germany) is a Philadelphia-based artist and community 
activist who is well known for creating intricately detailed and intimately autobiographical works. 
McEneaney explores the newspaper coverage of the current U.S. president in her ongoing 
series “#wehavenopresident”. It began in May 2016, when the artist “impulsively altered a New 

America: A Hymnal, 2017, Book w ith 100 laser cut leaves, 6” x 9" x 1" 
 

http://printcenter.org/100/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/TPC_Carter_Rhetoric-Gallery-Notes.pdf
http://printcenter.org/100/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/TPC_Carter_Rhetoric-Gallery-Notes.pdf
https://bethanyjoycollins.com/home.html
https://www.pem.org/blog/a-word-with-bethany-collins
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York Times Magazine cover that had a photo of Donald Trump on it.” This practice became a 
daily ritual in which McEneaney would wake up, sit down at the kitchen table with a cup of tea 
and draw on newspapers – altering photographic reproductions on and relating to the  
sitting U.S. president. After completing one of her daily drawings, McEneaney photographs it 
with her iPhone and uploads it to her personal Instagram account. By hashtagging it, she 
creates a living archive that expands with each passing day. “I will continue [the series] until the 
current occupant of the White House goes back to where he came from,” she says. (From: 
http://printcenter.org/100/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/TPC_Carter_Rhetoric-Gallery-Notes.pdf). 
 

 

    
 
 
 

Teaching resource: 
“Stuck in the Studio, Sarah McEneaney”, Cleve Carney Museum of Art 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZm1GT6TY0 
 
“Curator of the CCMA talks with Philadelphia-based painter Sarah McEneaney. They 
 discuss McEneaney's paintings, her work on The Rail Park and her unique home and  
studio.” 

 
VIK MUNIZ 
 
“Vik Muniz was born in Sao Paolo, Brazil in 1961 and currently splits his time between 
Brooklyn and Rio de Janeiro. Originally trained as a sculptor, Muniz’s work began to take on its 
mature form with The Best of LIFE; he drew from memory pictures of Life magazine 
photographs included in the coffee table book The Best of Life after losing the book in a move. 
He then photographed his drawings and kept only the photographs, thereby establishing his 
signature working style. Muniz subsequently applied this methodology to works in the art history 
canon, reproducing Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa as well as iconic photographs of Marlon 
Brando and Marilyn Monroe using chocolate syrup and replicating a Donald Judd sculpture by 
using dust taken from the Whitney Museum’s halls and galleries. To make the series Pictures of 
Garbage, Muniz spent two years working with garbage pickers at Jardim Gramacho, an open-air 
dumpsite near Rio. He photographed several of the pickers as subjects of classical portraits, 
with the background details supplied by the garbage they scavenged. This effort was captured 
in the documentary Waste Land, which was nominated for an Academy Award.” 
(From: https://www.icp.org/browse/archive/constituents/vik-muniz?all/all/all/all/0).  
 

Teaching resource: 
Wasteland, Official Trailer, 2010 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNlwh8vT2NU 

Selections from #wehavenopresident 
Digital prints, each 8” x 11” 
 

http://printcenter.org/100/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/TPC_Carter_Rhetoric-Gallery-Notes.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZm1GT6TY0
https://www.icp.org/browse/archive/constituents/vik-muniz?all/all/all/all/0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNlwh8vT2NU
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BARBARA KRUGER 
 
“Barbara Kruger was born in Newark, New Jersey, in 1945. After attending Syracuse 
University, the School of Visual Arts, and studying art and design with Diane Arbus at Parson’s 
School of Design in New York, Kruger obtained a design job at Condé Nast Publications. Later, 
she worked as a graphic designer, art director, and picture editor in the art departments 
at House and Garden, Aperture and other publications. This background in design is evident in 
the work for which she is now internationally renowned. She layers found photographs from 
existing sources with pithy and aggressive text that involves the viewer in the struggle for power 
and control that her captions speak to. In their trademark black letters against a slash of red 
background, some of her instantly recognizable slogans read ‘I shop therefore I am,’ and ‘Your 
body is a battleground.’ Much of her text questions the viewer about feminism, classicism, 
consumerism, and individual autonomy and desire, although her black-and-white images are 
culled from the mainstream magazines that sell the very ideas she is disputing. As well as 
appearing in museums and galleries worldwide, Kruger’s work has appeared on billboards, 
buscards, posters, a public park, a train station platform in Strasbourg, France, and in other 
public commissions.” (From: http://www.barbarakruger.com/biography.shtml). 
 
 Teaching resource: 
 “Picturing Barbara Kruger”, Los Angeles County Museum of Art 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJ3WIZeBRZg 
 

“Picturing Barbara Kruger is a five-minute portrait of this iconic artist. Narrated by 
Barbara Kruger with an original score by Nico Jaar featuring Kanye West’s "Blood on 
The Leaves," commissioned by the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.”  

 

     

Mao, from the series “Pictures of 
Chocolate,” 1997, 61” x 45.1/2”  

Marat (Sebastiao), from the series 
Pictures of Garbage, 2008, digital C-
Print, 91” x 71” 

Valentine, The Fastest. from the 
series “The Sugar Children,“ 1996, 
gelatin silver print, 20” x 16” 

Untitled (Your body is a 
battleground), 1989, 
Screenprint on vinyl,  
112” x 112” 

http://www.barbarakruger.com/biography.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJ3WIZeBRZg
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NATHANIEL MARY QUINN 
 
“In his collage-like composite portraits derived from sources both personal and found, Nathaniel 
Mary Quinn probes the relationship between visual memory and perception. Fragments of 
images taken from online sources, fashion magazines, and family photographs come together 
to form hybrid faces and figures that are at once neo-Dada and adamantly realist, evoking the 
intimacy and intensity of a face-to-face encounter. 
 
Quinn’s passion for drawing began at a young age, while he was growing up on the South Side 
of Chicago. In ninth grade, he received a scholarship to attend Culver Academies boarding 
school in Indiana—but a month after arriving at the school, Quinn received news from his father 
that his mother had suddenly passed away. He returned to Chicago for Thanksgiving the 
following month, only to find that the rest of his family—his father and brothers—had abandoned 
his childhood home without a trace. This jarring experience further propelled Quinn’s art, and he 
decided to commit himself to his education, adding his mother’s name, Mary, to his name so 
that she would appear on all of his degrees. He received a BA in art and psychology from 
Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Indiana, in 2000, and an MFA from New York University in 
2002.” (From: https://gagosian.com/artists/nathaniel-mary-quinn/) 

“While Quinn’s portraits might resemble collages, they are actually rendered by hand with oil 
paint, charcoal, gouache, oil stick, pastels, and gold leaf. He begins with a vision—a vague flash 
of a face from his past—that he feels viscerally compelled to translate into reality. To do so, he 
collects images from fashion magazines, newspapers, advertising and comics,  
re-conceptualizing the snippets as purely aesthetic imagery before methodically redrawing and 
repainting each one. In an impulse akin to the parlor game cadavre exquis (exquisite corpse), 
Quinn covers parts of his own composition with construction paper as he goes, so that no 
existing section influences the appearance of the next. Only when the work is complete does he 
remove the paper—revealing a visually disjointed yet psychologically unified portrait or figure 
whose genesis echoes the extemporaneity of human memory.” (From: 
https://gagosian.com/exhibitions/2019/nathaniel-mary-quinn-hollow-and-cut/) 
  

Teaching resources:  
 “Nathaniel Mary Quinn” Salon 94 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e00cQhOt0EY 
 
 “This short video, narrated by the artist himself, tells the story of Quinn overcoming   
 incredible adversity on his path to becoming an art star. His story may be incredibly  
 relatable for many of our students.” 
 
 “Nathaniel Mary Quinn, Hollow and Cut” 
 https://gagosian.com/exhibitions/2019/nathaniel-mary-quinn-hollow-and-cut/ 
 
 “This installation video of Quinn’s Hollow and Cut exhibition at The Gagosian will give  
 students a virtual tour of the show.”  
 

Untitled (Blind idealism is…), 2016-17, 
Installation view , The High Line, New  York, 
NY 

Untitled (Your body is a battleground), 
1989, Installation view , New York, NY 

https://gagosian.com/artists/nathaniel-mary-quinn/
https://gagosian.com/exhibitions/2019/nathaniel-mary-quinn-hollow-and-cut/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e00cQhOt0EY
https://gagosian.com/exhibitions/2019/nathaniel-mary-quinn-hollow-and-cut/
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HANK WILLIS THOMAS 
 
“Hank Willis Thomas is a conceptual artist living and working in New York City. His work 
focuses on themes related to perspective, identity, commodity, media, and popular culture. He 
often incorporates recognizable icons into his work, many from well-known advertising and 
branding campaigns. On advertising, in an interview with Time, Thomas said, “Part of 
advertising’s success is based on its ability to reinforce generalizations developed around race, 
gender and ethnicity which are generally false, but [these generalizations] can sometimes be 
entertaining, sometimes true, and sometimes horrifying.” 

After the senseless robbery and murder of his cousin, Songha Thomas Willis in 2000, Hank 
became known for “B®anded”, a series of photographs, and “Unbranded: Reflections in Black 
by Corporate America 1968-2008”, a body of work created from appropriating advertising 
images. Thomas was thinking about the root of black-on-black violence in the U.S. 
In Juxtapoz, he said, “It got down to something in the construction of black male identity. Black 
male identity, as we know it started with slavery in the United States, not in Africa. I’m interested 
in the way that Black men are the most feared and revered bodies in the world in this weird way. 
I was trying to figure out why that was and what that was about, and the relationship to slavery 
and commodity, which is commerce, culture, cotton, and that body type.” 

Thomas sees cultural disconnects everywhere in day-to-day living particularly as it relates to 
race (a figment of our imagination). In a 2013 review of Question Bridge, a collaborative 
transmedia project, Holland Cotter wrote in the New York Times, “…he has been particularly 
astute in examining the workings of what W. E. B. Du Bois called double consciousness, the 
condition in which people see themselves reflected, often negatively, in the view of others and 
end up molding their lives to confirm that view.” In this way, his work has gone beyond just 
making art, to examining and exposing deeper divides in our culture.” (From: 
https://jackshainman.com/artists/hank_willis_thomas). 

 Teaching resources: 
 “Hank Willis Thomas: UNBRANDED”, Artist Stories, Museum of Modern Art  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdR0GOLF918 

Buck Nasty: Player Haters Ball, 2017, Charcoal, 
gouache, soft pastel, oil pastel and acrylic gold 
powder on Coventry vellum paper, 35” x 35” 

Erica with the Pearl Earring, 2015, Charcoal, 
gouache, soft pastel, oil pastel, oil paint and paint 
stick on Coventry vellum paper, 25 1/2” x 25 1/2” 

https://jackshainman.com/artists/hank_willis_thomas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdR0GOLF918
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 “Ads, both vintage and contemporary, are a source of fascination for artist Hank Willis  
 Thomas. In his series “UNBRANDED”, Thomas appropriates ads targeting Black   
 consumers and strips them down to reveal their stereotypes and assumptions.” 
 
 “The Personal is Political: A Conversation with Hank Willis Thomas”, Aperture  
 Foundation  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCGjz-Tde58 
 
 “Artist Hank Willis Thomas works with photography, sculpture, and other media to  
 comment on issues of representation and American image culture. Calvin Reedy sat  
 down with Thomas at his studio to discuss his recent monograph, All Things Being  
 Equal." 
 

 
 
FELIX GONZALEZ-TORRES 
 
“Felix Gonzalez-Torres was born in Guáimaro, Cuba, in 1957. He earned a BFA in 
photography from Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New York, in 1983. Printed Matter, Inc. in New 
York hosted his first solo exhibition the following year. After obtaining an MFA from the 
International Center of Photography and New York University in 1987, he worked as an adjunct 
art instructor at New York University until 1989. Throughout his career, Gonzalez-Torres’ 
involvement in social and political causes as an openly gay man fueled his interest in the 
overlap of private and public life. From 1987 to 1991, he was part of Group Material, a New 
York-based art collective whose members worked collaboratively to initiate community 
education and cultural activism. His aesthetic project was, according to some scholars, related 
to Bertolt Brecht’s theory of epic theater, in which creative expression transforms the spectator 
from an inert receiver to an active, reflective observer and motivates social action. Employing 
simple, everyday materials (stacks of paper, puzzles, candy, strings of lights, beads) and a 
reduced aesthetic vocabulary reminiscent of both Minimalism and Conceptual art to address 
themes such as love and loss, sickness and rejuvenation, gender and sexuality, Gonzalez-
Torres asked viewers to participate in establishing meaning in his works.” (From: 
https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/felix-gonzalez-torres). 

Cotton Bowl, 2011, Digital C-Print Scarred Chest, 
2004, Lightjet Print 

All Power to All People, 2017, Painted aluminum 
and steel 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCGjz-Tde58
http://www.guggenheim.org/new-york/collections/collection-online/movements/195219
http://www.guggenheim.org/new-york/collections/collection-online/movements/195208
https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/felix-gonzalez-torres
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 Teaching resource: 
 “I Could Do That”, The Art Assignment, PBS Studios 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67EKAIY43kg 
 
 “So you look at a work of art and think to yourself, I could have done that. And maybe  
 you really could have, but the issue here is more complex than that -- why didn't you?  
 Why did the artist? And why does it have an audience? We delve into it by looking at  
 work by artists like Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Piet Mondrian, and Cy Twombly, among  
 others. You might find it’s not quite as simple as you think.” 
 
 
ANDY WARHOL 
 
“Two exhibitions in 1962 announced Andy Warhol’s dramatic entry into the art world. In July, at 
the Ferus Gallery in Los Angeles, he exhibited his now-iconic Campbell’s Soup Cans. The 
work’s 32 canvases, each one featuring a different variety of the company’s 32 soups, were 
lined up in a single row on a ledge that wrapped around the gallery. “Cans sit on shelves,” the 
gallery director, Irving Blum, later said of the installation. “Why not?” The paintings marked a 
breakthrough for Warhol, who had previously worked as a commercial illustrator: they were 
among his first works based on consumer goods, and among the first to embrace serial 
repetition. Although he hand-painted each canvas, they were made to seem mechanically 
produced.  

Later that year, Warhol mounted an exhibition displaying silkscreen prints with a flat uniformity 
that would become his signature style. The silkscreen, at the time primarily a commercial 
technique, allowed a theoretically endless number of repetitions and variations of his chosen 
subject. The exhibition included numerous portraits of legendary actress Marilyn Monroe, whose 
recent suicide sent shockwaves through American popular culture. In Gold Marilyn Monroe, 
Warhol memorialized Monroe by screening her face onto a gold-painted canvas, recalling the 
look of a Byzantine icon.  

Strategies drawn from printmaking, including multiplicity, mirroring, transfer, and replication, 
would prove central and enduring tenets in Warhol’s work. Throughout the 1960s, he continued 
to mine the world of celebrity for his art, creating images of stars and public figures so familiar 
that they were often known by only their first name: Elvis, Jackie, and, again, Marilyn. Likewise, 
his engagement with the subject of commodity culture signaled in Campbell’s Soup Cans would 

Untitled (Death by Gun), 1990 Untitled (Perfect Lovers), 1991 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67EKAIY43kg
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find a sculptural analogue in his boxes silkscreened with the labels of Campbell’s tomato juice, 
Brillo soap pads, and Heinz ketchup. “The more you look at the same exact thing, the more the 
meaning goes away, and the better and emptier you feel,” Warhol would remark. His Death and 
Disaster series, begun in 1963, tests that statement. In works like Orange Car Crash Sixteen 
Times, Race Riot and Electric Chairs, the force of repetition rendered the scenes at once banal 
and more emphatically traumatic.” (From: https://www.moma.org/artists/6246) 

 Teaching resource:  
 “The Case for Andy Warhol” The Art Assignment, PBS Studios  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7VH5MRtk9HQ  
 

“You’ve heard his name. You’ve seen the Campbell’s Soup cans. You might know 
something about The Factory. But perhaps you’ve wondered why Andy Warhol gets so  
much attention or why his work even matters. What’s the deal with Warhol, and is he 
worth your time and consideration? Here’s your answer.”   

 

     

 

 
KEHINDE WILEY 
 
“Los Angeles native and New York based visual artist, Kehinde Wiley has firmly situated 
himself within art history’s portrait painting tradition. As a contemporary descendent of a long 
line of portraitists, including Reynolds, Gainsborough, Titian, Ingres, among others, Wiley 
engages the signs and visual rhetoric of the heroic, powerful, majestic and the sublime in his 
representation of urban, black and brown men found throughout the world. 
 
By applying the visual vocabulary and conventions of glorification, history, wealth and prestige 
to the subject matter drawn from the urban fabric, the subjects and stylistic references for his 
paintings are juxtaposed inversions of each other, forcing ambiguity and provocative perplexity 
to pervade his imagery. Wiley’s larger than life figures disturb and interrupt tropes of portrait 
painting, often blurring the boundaries between traditional and contemporary modes of 
representation and the critical portrayal of masculinity and physicality as it pertains to the view 
of black and brown young men. 
 
Initially, Wiley’s portraits were based on photographs taken of young men found on the streets 
of Harlem. As his practice grew, his eye led him toward an international view, including models 
found in urban landscapes throughout the world – such as Mumbai, Senegal, Dakar and Rio de 
Janeiro, among others – accumulating to a vast body of work called “The World Stage”. 
The models, dressed in their everyday clothing, most of which are based on the notion of far-
reaching Western ideals of style, are asked to assume poses found in paintings or sculptures 

Race Riot, 1964, Acrylic, 
screenprint on canvas 

Marilyn Monroe, 1967, 
screenprint 

Campbell’s Soup Cans, 1962, Synthetic 
polymer paint on canvas 

https://www.moma.org/artists/6246
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representative of the history of their surroundings. This juxtaposition of the “old” inherited by the 
“new” – who often have no visual inheritance of which to speak – immediately provides a 
discourse that is at once visceral and cerebral in scope. 
 
Without shying away from the complicated socio-political histories relevant to the world, Wiley’s 
figurative paintings and sculptures “quote historical sources and position young black men 
within the field of power.” His heroic paintings evoke a modern style instilling a unique and 
contemporary manner, awakening complex issues that many would prefer remain mute.”  
(From: www.kehindewiley.com). 
 
 Teaching resources: 
 “Kehinde Wiley: A New Republic”, Brooklyn Museum  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHx4lFPqPiI 
 
 “The works presented in Kehinde Wiley: A New Republic raise questions about race,  
 gender, and the politics of representation by portraying contemporary African American  
 men and women using the conventions of traditional European portraiture. The 

exhibition includes an overview of the artist’s prolific fourteen-year career and features 
sixty paintings and sculptures.”  

 
 “Kehinde Wiley On President Obama's Official Portrait: 'This Is The Real Thing’” | TIME  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44TTnTO443k 
 

“2018 Time 100 honoree on the legacy of painting President Obama's official portrait.”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Femme piquée par un serpent, 2008, oil on canvas, 102” x 300” 

President Barack Obama, 
2018, oil on canvas,  
84” x 57” 

http://www.kehindewiley.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHx4lFPqPiI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44TTnTO443k
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CONTEMPORARY ART RESOURCES 
 
Aperture - On Sight Curriculum 
https://aperture.org/on-sight/ 
The Aperture On Sight curriculum is designed to teach visual literacy through working with photography 
and creating photobooks. It builds students’ abilities to communicate as visual storytellers, develops them 
as creative and critical thinkers, as well as building their capacity for academic and professional success. 
Reference the website for access to twenty lesson plans for students in grades 6-12. 
 
Art 21: For Educators 
https://art21.org/for-educators/tools-for-teaching/ 
Art21 is a celebrated global leader in presenting thought-provoking and sophisticated content about 
contemporary art, and provides unparalleled access to the artist’s voice to diverse audiences around the 
world using the power of digital media to introduce millions of people to contemporary art and artists. The 
Art 21 Tools for Teaching include Getting Started: An Introduction for Teaching with Contemporary Art, a 
Learning Library and free, downloadable PDFs of Educators’ Guides and Screening Guides for all eight 
seasons of Art in the Twenty-First Century. 
 
Arab Image Foundation 
http://arabimagefoundation.com/index 
The Arab Image Foundation is an independent association forging new pathways for photography and 
image practices. Uniquely positioned at the intersection of artistic creation, research, and archiving, they 
explore, question and confront the complex social and political realities of our times. Their collection of 
over 500,000 photographic objects and documents from and related to the Middle East, North Africa and 
the Arab diaspora has been gradually assembled over the last 20 years by artists and researchers and 
through donations. With a critical and innovative approach, they collect, rethink, preserve, activate and 
understand these photographs through their multiple strata, and enrich the collection in the process. 
 
George Eastman House 
https://eastman.org/collections 
The George Eastman Museum is the world’s oldest photography museum and one of the oldest film 
archives. The photography collection at the George Eastman Museum, among the oldest and best in the 
world, comprises more than 400,000 photographic objects dating from the introduction of the medium in 
1839 through to the present day. It encompasses works made in all major photographic processes, from 
daguerreotype to digital, includes work by more than eight thousand photographers, and continues to 
expand.  
 
Institute for Contemporary Photography (ICP) 
https://www.icp.org/school/teacher-family-resources 
ICP’s Teacher and Family Resources offer a free Photography Curriculum Guide that aims to enhance 
visual literacy and critical thinking skills. You can search the Curriculum Guide by grade level and/or 
particular interest to access PDFs of the curriculum by chapter. There are also guides available from past 
ICP exhibitions that focus on specific photographers and their approaches to image making. 
 
The J. Paul Getty Museum 
http://www.getty.edu/education/teachers/classroom_resources/index.html 
The Getty Museum offers a contemporary art glossary, curricula, lesson plans and an image bank that 
aim to help elementary and secondary educators to explain to their students how “traditional” art 
influenced the contemporary art featured by the museum.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://aperture.org/on-sight/
https://art21.org/for-educators/tools-for-teaching/
http://arabimagefoundation.com/index
https://eastman.org/
https://www.icp.org/school/teacher-family-resources
http://www.getty.edu/education/teachers/classroom_resources/index.html
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Library of Congress 
https://www.loc.gov/collections     
The Library of Congress website has digitized many of the most important images in its collection and, 
many are available as high-res downloads. Information about each object is provided in each lesson and 
in the Image Bank. 

 
Museum of Contemporary Photography, Chicago (MoCP) 
http://www.mocp.org/education/resources-for-educators.php 
These resources are aimed at integrating the study of photography into fine arts, language arts and social 
science curriculum for secondary and post-secondary students. Each section contains questions for 
looking and discussion; information on artists, artworks, and artistic genres and traditions; classroom 
activities, and image sets related to the permanent collection of the MoCP. These resources are aligned 
with national Common Core learning standards and can be adapted for use by younger students. 
 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/ 
The Met’s Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History is a great resource for searchable essays, works of art, and 
chronologies that tell the story of global art and culture through the Museum’s collection. Artwork can be 
searched by selecting a time period, geographic region or thematic category.  
 
The photography collection can be accessed here: 
http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection 
 
The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) 
https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/tools_tips 
Download and customize slideshows, worksheets, and other resources for use in the classroom or self-
guided learning. Find questions, hands-on activities, and other opportunities for enrichment. Gain insights 
and inspiration from MoMA educators on teaching and engaging with modern and contemporary art. 
Browse by theme or by artist. 
 
Whitney Museum of American Art 
https://whitney.org/Education/ForTeachers/Themes 
The Whitney Museum of American Art has suggestions for planning inquiry based lessons. Drawing from 
their permanent collection and special exhibitions, The Whitney has compiled educational frameworks 
around the four central concepts of artist as observer, artist as storyteller, artist as experimenter, and 
artist as critic. 
  

https://www.loc.gov/collections/?fa=subject%25253Aphotographic+prints%25257Cpartof%25253Aprints+and+photographs+division
http://www.mocp.org/education/resources-for-educators.php
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/
http://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection#!?perPage=20&department=19&sortBy=Relevance&sortOrder=asc&offset=0&pageSize=0
https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/tools_tips
https://whitney.org/Education/ForTeachers/Themes
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS-IN-SCHOOLS PROGRAM 
 

The Artists-in-Schools Program (AISP) is The Print Center’s award winning visual arts youth 
education program with an established reputation for an innovatively structured, yet flexible, 
curriculum model and capacity to deliver high quality arts instruction. Since 2002, AISP has 
offered completely self-contained semester-long classes providing teaching-artists-in-residence, 
curricula, all course materials and field trips to high school students in the City of Philadelphia’s 
Public School District – completely free of charge.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Through AISP, students are engaged in all stages of art making, from conception and design, to 
installation and exhibition, while gaining free access to new concepts, materials, techniques and 
facilities. Curricula are based on exhibitions at The Print Center and include instruction in 
contemporary art and theory to provide a framework from which to learn the essentials of 
photography and printmaking using a wide range of tools and techniques. Teaching-artists, 
classroom teachers and students collaborate to tailor the curriculum to meet the needs of their 
specific classroom. See examples of student work at http://printcenter.org/aisp. 
 
The Artists-in-Schools Program: 

• introduces students to contemporary art through contact with practicing artists and 
visits to professional exhibitions; 

• teaches technical and creative art-making skills in photography and printmaking through 
hands-on experiences; 

• engages students in critical thinking and dialog through and around contemporary art; 
• enhances students’ cultural awareness and art appreciation in order to inspire them to 

think more expansively about their lives, potential futures and the world around them; 
• provides students with the capacity for self-expression through art-making; 
• inspires sustained working habits through a hands-on curriculum which includes both 

individual and collaborative art making. 

Philadelphia Military Academy at Elverson, 
North Philadelphia, 2019 

Randolph Technical High School, Northwest 
Philadelphia, 2019 

http://printcenter.org/aisp/

	“Stuck in the Studio, Sarah McEneaney”, Cleve Carney Museum of Art

